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What is Cash4all?

Cash4all is a truly
innovative and unique
solution, which is leading
the way in creating and
defining the standards for a
completely new segment
for deployers of ATMs in off-
premise locations.

The ability to generate
through-the-wall
(TTW)/exterior ATM type
volumes in a previously
unseen, cost effective and
flexible manner is now here.

Cash4all is an integrated
solution comprising:

• Personas 77TM with unique
weatherised features
allowing the solution to be
deployed in exterior
conditions.

• An eye catching fibre
glass POD from NCR’s
design centre which
complements the
weatherised Personas 77.

• NCR Installation and
Maintenance services.

• FluiditiTM security solution
offering protection for the
cash during replenishment.

What Cash4all does for
you:

Allows you to take your
brand and service to the
consumer in a cost effective,
flexible and highly visible
manner. To further increase
transaction volumes, high
visibility wraps are available
which serve as a great
conduit for advertising or
brand promotion.

With such an eye catching
externally placed proposition
as the Cash4all solution the
increased volumes will be
instrumental in lowering the
breakeven point and
increasing site profitability.

The Cash4all solution truly
allows you to offer a quality
service no matter where the
customer is: beside the bus
station, in the train station,
at the horse-racing event,
inside or outside - there is
no limit as long as there is
power in the area.
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New sites can be created
without the typical
constraints associated with
a through-the-wall
deployment such as
planning permission and
building work. This allows
for a much faster time to
market and temporary
events to be catered for.

The solution allows
deployers of off-premise
ATMs to complement their
portfolio of NCR interior and
through-the-wall ATMs with
an exciting and unique
proposition meaning no
sites need now be
uneconomical and
unmanageable.

The Cash4all solution truly allows you to
offer a quality service no matter where the
customer is: beside the bus station, in the
train station, at a horse-racing event,
inside or outside - there is no limit as long
as there is power in the area.



Maximum flexibility with
security of mind

Typical through-the-wall
installations require both
planning permission and
construction work. The
Cash4all solution allows for
a quicker and much more
cost effective time to market
and in most cases can bypass
planning permission and
remove the need for
permanent building
constructions.

The Cash4all solution offers
maximum flexibility with
regard to placement. The
Cash4all solution is equally
at home outdoors as it is
indoors.

As site conditions change or
demand for a temporary
deployment in a one off
event arises the Cash4all
solution can be easily and
cost effectively redeployed.

With such flexibility, security
is a key requirement. With
NCR’s leading ink-staining
security solution Fluiditi, as
an integral piece of the
solution, security is well
catered for. Many cost
saving benefits are realised
namely through a decrease
in attacks and a reduction in
up front spend.

EAs you would expect from
NCR, rigorous standards on
quality and safety are in
evidence right throughout
the solution. The complete
solution has been designed
from conception to reality
with the safety of the user
uppermost in mind.

In addition to the usual
exhaustive testing criteria
which is an NCR core
competence a series of
additional testing has been
undertaken to make sure
the compete Cash4all
solution is fit for purpose.

Why NCR?

The only proven solution in
the marketplace.

NCR have upwards of 400
such deployments in the UK
today with the number
increasing daily across a
variety of locations.

The Cash4all solution with
its uniquely integrated
vertical offering provides
one point of contact with
NCR for the entire solution.
This means there is
complete focus on ensuring
all components meet
customer expectations and
deliver maximum value.

From installation right
through to maintenance
NCR is unique in providing a
holistic and high quality
service to minimise
inconvenience to the
deployer.



The Results

NCR Corporation, 1700 South Patterson Boulevard,
Dayton, Ohio, 45479, USA

www.ncr.com

www.self-service-touchpoints.com 

All features, functions and operations
described herein may not be marketed
in all parts of the world. Consult your
NCR representative for the latest
information. a

e With the use of the Fluiditi security
solution, reduced attacks can save
the deployer between $500 - $1000
per ATM.

e Based on customer experience ATMs
utilising a wrap from NCR have
experienced a 13% increase in
transaction volumes.

e Up to 4 months faster time to
market than a traditional through-
the-wall installation.

e Ease of redeployment to alternative
or new sites.
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